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Blackberry has been working on its newer software that would be the key factor to decide the
companyâ€™s much talked about future. The blackberry has been in bit problems with the latest
software that have been launched an they have not proves to be the best of operating platforms in
terms of the newer platforms that have been raised by other rival companies. The company has
already been working on the next level Operating System and claims that it would back with a bang.

The new operating platform would the Blackberry 10 and RIM ahs announced that it would be in the
market later this year. This will be a make or break situation for the company as people are looking
up to this platform with great expectations. This operating system would cover the presently running
system in the blackberry segment. This would be n enhancements to the shortcomings that have
been witnessed in the older version of the model. The company has taken a big leap forward in
terms of the name of the platform. After Blackberry 7 it has not named it the BB8 or 9, it has directly
jumped to the tenth edition in the series.

It would be interesting to see if the name brings the expected gadgets and widgets for us. Although
the platform has not been finished, there were a few glimpses that were available in to the users at
the last monthâ€™s annual trade show. The glimpses of the new OS seemed pretty impressive and it
was applauded by the people. RIM has introduced a new company QNX that would be responsible
for the vast majority of automotive computing system. The chief executive of the company says it is
a flush of good news for the company to have been associated with the company.

QNX has designed the operating system for the Blackberry Playbook and the company seems to
have done its job pretty well. Though the tablet hasnâ€™t taken off, but the efficient and highly enjoyable
operating platform has been acclaimed all around. The tablet software has advanced multi taking
abilities. It allows you to get more of the present technology ad lets you access different dimension
of the technical world without any interruption. You can emails coming to your even if are watching a
video or a website would be updated in the background if you are on a different page.

Get the top seller blackberry handset with best offers â€“ blackberry torch 9860 deals @
http://www.blackberrytorch9860contractdeals.co.uk/
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